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ABSTRACT
We present a multi-wavelength study of the young stellar population in the
Cygnus-X DR15 region. We studied young stars forming or recently formed at
and around the tip of a prominent molecular pillar and an infrared dark cloud.
Using a combination of ground based near-infrared, space based infrared and
X-ray data, we constructed a point source catalog from which we identified 226
young stellar sources, which we classified into evolutionary classes. We studied
their spatial distribution across the molecular gas structures and identified several
groups possibly belonging to distinct young star clusters. We obtained samples of
these groups and constructed K-band luminosity functions that we compared with
those of artificial clusters, allowing us to make first order estimates of the mean
ages and age spreads of the groups. We used a 13CO(1-0) map to investigate the
gas kinematics at the prominent gaseous envelope of the central cluster in DR15,
and we infer that the removal of this envelope is relatively slow compared to other
cluster regions, in which gas dispersal timescale could be similar or shorter than
the circumstellar disk dissipation timescale. The presence of other groups with
slightly older ages, associated with much less prominent gaseous structures may
imply that the evolution of young clusters in this part of the complex proceeds
in periods that last 3 to 5 Myr, perhaps after a slow dissipation of their dense
molecular cloud birthplaces.
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1. Introduction
The star forming complex of Cygnus-X region is one of the most prominent features in
our Galaxy. Originally detected as an extended region with a thermal spectrum, Piddington
& Minnett (1952) named the region Cygnus-X, in order to distinguish it from the other
nearby known radio source, Cygnus-A. Cygnus-X is composed of several OB associations,
dozens of embedded stellar clusters, hundreds of HII regions and over 40 known massive
protostars (see Reipurth & Schneider 2008, for an extensive review). The young star pop-
ulation in Cygnus-X is currently interacting with one of the most massive molecular cloud
complexes in the Galaxy, with a total mass of 3× 106 M (Schneider et al. 2006), as well as
the X-ray emitting Cygnus Superbubble. It has been proposed that Cygnus-X could be the
precursor of a globular cluster (Kno¨dlseder 2000).
To study the interaction between recently formed star clusters and their surrounding
medium in Cygnus-X could provide very important clues about the present evolution of the
complex. It is particularly important to focus on the numerous embedded cluster populations
and to compare the properties of clusters across the region. For instance: how embedded
clusters proceed from formation to emergence from their parental gas clumps in such a
strong ionizing medium? Is cluster formation or evolution in Cygnus-X determined by the
local environment? What are the time scales from formation to gas dispersal? Also, what
happens after cluster emergence: are subsidiary clusters destined to disperse or could they
end up swelling the ranks of the main association? In any case, we should expect that
multiwavelength analysis of the young star clusters in Cygnus-X will help to fine tune current
ideas about the formation and evolution of embedded stellar clusters or groups.
In this paper we selected to study one of the most prominent embedded cluster pop-
ulations in Cygnus-X: the region DR15, also listed as cluster 10 in the survey of Dutra &
Bica (2001). The DR15 region has been related to the HII region G79.306+0.282, the source
IRAS 20306+4005/FIR-1 (Campbell et al. 1982), and sources IRS 1, 2 and 3 in the list of
Kleinmann et al. (1979) (see also Odenwald et al. 1990). DR15 is located in the Cygnus-X
South region, located at an estimated distance of 1.4 kpc (Rygl et al. 2012). The cluster
contains one prominent far-infrared source (FIR-1), which marks the location of a compact
HII region formed by a pair of B type embedded sources (Odenwald et al. 1990; Oka et al.
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2001; Kurtz et al. 1994), however the cluster hosts various intermediate to massive stars
which create a rather complex structure of photodissociation regions, forming a nebulous
envelope which glows brightly in infrared images (see Figure 1). DR15 sits at the tip of a
long (about 10 pc), filamentary pillar that extends into the southern edge of the central OB
from DR12, lying in projection about 1 degree south from the Cyg-X3 star. The structure of
the pillar appears to be protruding from the DR12 ridge (see Figure 2). The DR12-15 region
in Cygnus-X possibly lies in front of the OB2 association, along our line of sight. A large
filamentary infrared dark cloud (IRDC) with active star formation lies to the north and west
of the cluster. This IRDC appears to be kinematically independent from DR15, as shown
by Schneider et al. analysis. Recently, the western segment of the IRDC, has been shown
to host a young stellar cluster in interaction with the Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) source
G79.29+0.46 (Rizzo et al. 2008; Jime´nez-Esteban et al. 2010). Distance to G79.29+0.46 has
been also estimated to be 1.4 kpc (Rizzo et al. 2014; Palau et al. 2014).
Our main goal in this study is to track the progression of the star formation in the
DR15 cluster and its immediate surroundings, by looking at the properties and distributions
of the young stellar population. DR15 is especially interesting for being at a very specific
stage at which it is already emerging from its parental cloud (some members and parts
of the reflection nebulosities are already detectable in visible wavelengths). Moreover, the
interesting case it presents at being apparently formed at the tip of a filamentary structure
and next to a much younger star forming spot in the IRDC, is worth of detailed attention.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the datasets used in this work.
Section 3 is dedicated to describe the procedures we followed to acomplish a description of
the history of star formation in the region, a result which we discuss in Section 4. Finally, a
brief summary of our results can be found in Section 4.
2. Observations
For the first part of our analysis, we combined high-quality deep near-IR observations
with images and catalogs from the Spitzer Cygnus-X Legacy Survey (Hora et al. 2009,
hereafter CXLS). We also made use of archival data from the Chandra X-Ray Observatory.
By combining these datasets we prepared a multi-wavelength photometry catalog for the
stellar population in DR15, which we use to reconstruct the history of star formation in the
region.
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2.1. Near Infrared Observations
Near-infrared images of the Cygnus-X DR15 region were obtained with the OMEGA
2000 camera at the 3.5m telescope of the Calar Alto Observatory, atop Sierra de los Filabres
in Almer´ıa, Spain, during the nights of February 2nd and March 3rd, 2010, with excellent
weather conditions. The dataset consists of 900 second co-added exposures in the J , H and
K bands (1.209, 1.648 and 2.208 µm, respectively). The seeing values –measured directly
from the average FWHM of stars in the final reduced mosaics– were 1.17, 1.13 and 0.98′′ in
J , H and K, respectively.
The reduction of the images and the extraction of Point Spread Function (PSF) pho-
tometry lists for all bands were performed with custom IRAF pipelines, and the SExtractor
algorithm (Bertin & Arnouts 1996), following a methodology equivalent to the one described
in Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al. (2010).
We constructed a near-IR catalog by matching individual filter photometry lists with the
aid of TOPCAT (Taylor 2005). We replaced saturated sources and a small number of missing
detections in the Calar Alto images with values from the 2MASS Point Source Catalog,
obtained at the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC, Caltech). The 10 percent
photometric depth values –indicated by the average brightness at which photometric error
reaches a value of 0.1 mag– are 21.5, 20.0 and 18.75 mag in J , H and K, respectively, and
are good indicators of the completeness of the data. These limits are enough to sample the
young star population in DR15 down to 0.09 M in regions of low to moderate extinction
(AV < 25.0 mag).
2.2. Spitzer Cygnus-X Legacy Survey data
The Spitzer Space Telescope has observed the DR15 cluster with the IRAC and MIPS
detectors as part of the CXLS. We obtained archival enhanced product mosaics from the
Spitzer Heritage Archive as well as a photometric catalog coincident with our region of
interest directly from the CXLS Data Release 1 (DR1). The catalog contains calibrated
magnitudes for sources detected with IRAC in its four cryogenic mission channels (3.6, 4.5,
5.8 and 8.0 µm), as well as in the 24 µm channel of MIPS. Using TOPCAT and IDL routines
we combined our near-IR and the CXLS DR1 catalogs into a single infrared photometry list
with a total of 46983 sources.
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Fig. 1.— False RGB (KHJ) representation of the cluster DR15 in near-IR wavelengths. Im-
ages are log scaled. The DR15 cluster is located near the center of the image, surrounded by
a conspicuous nebulous envelope, resulting from reflections in photodissociation regions and
expanding parental gas near and around the young sources. The two dark lanes populated
with red sources at the top of the image are part of the active infrared dark cloud.
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Fig. 2.— False RGB (Spitzer MIPS 24 µm, IRAC [8.0], IRAC [4.5]) image of the DR15
region. Images are log-scaled. The DR15 pillar is located at the center. Bright PAH
emission and reflections saturated the pixels at the center of the DR15 cluster shell in the
IRAC [8.0] and MIPS 24 µm channels, thus the cyan-colored region. Other fainter, molecular
pillar structures are visible at both flanks of the main pillar. The dark infrared cloud at the
north shows recent star formation activity and extends westward towards the LBV source
G79.29+0.46, located at the center of a bright red shell.
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2.3. Chandra ACIS Observations
The DR15 cluster was observed with the Imaging Array of the Chandra Advanced CCD
Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS-I) on 2011 January 25 (ObsID 12390, P.I. Wright) with net
exposure time of 39.875 ks.
We processed the archival raw data using the routines from version 4.5 of the Chandra
Interactive Analysis of Observations CIAO data analysis system (Fruscione et al. 2006). We
used the chandra repro reprocessing script to recalibrate our event data in order to ensure
that consistent calibration updates were applied to the dataset.
The X-ray image processing was performed as follows: first, we created a exposure-
corrected image from our data in the broad band (0.5 to 7 keV with an effective energy
of 2.3 keV) using CIAO/fluximage routine with a bin size of 1. Second, we applied the
wavedetect tool to our broad band image in order to identify potential X-ray sources. We
used wavelet scales from 1 to 16.5 pixels in s.pdf of
√
2 and a source significance threshold
of 1× 10−6.
We performed photometry on the list provided by wavedetect using the the ACIS
Extract (AE) package (Broos et al. 2010). AE permits an optimal determination of the local
background and the best flux extraction apertures based on the PSF of the image. Photom-
etry is then extracted on selected energy bands and a list of source properties, statistics and
best fit spectral models is produced. We used three energy bands: Soft, from 0.2 to 2.0 keV,
Medium, from 2.0 to 4.0 keV and Hard, from 4.0 to 7.0 keV. From the final list of sources
produced by ACIS Extract we rejected those with a probability of 1% or higher of being
a background fluctuation PB > 0.01). Our final lists contains a total of 131 X-ray sources.
From these, a total of 109 (83.2%) sources have a counterpart in our IR catalog. In Figure
3 we show a false color (RGB) map of the ACIS field for DR15 using images from the three
energy bands, overlaid with contours of visual extinction from the NICEST extinction map
ww constructed from near-IR data. In there, we see how sources with hard X-ray emission
are preferently located in regions of high column density. This is because soft X-ray bands
are prone to oscuration by dust. We see how most of the X-ray sources are associated with
the molecular cloud and the embedded population, confirming that most of the point source
X-ray emission in DR15 comes from young stars.
2.4. FCRAO Observations
We made use of the Five College Radio Observatory (FCRAO) 13CO(1-0) molecular
radio emission map of the South Cygnus-X region from the study of Schneider et al. (2011).
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Fig. 3.— False color image of X-ray emission in DR15, constructed from Hard (4.0-7.0
keV, blue), Medium (2.0-4.0 keV, green) and soft (0.2-2.0 keV, red) channel emission in the
Chandra ACIS field. Overlaid are contours of visual extinction, AV , in magnitudes from 15
to 30 in step of 2.5. See section ??
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The map is a RA-Dec-radial velocity cube, from which we extracted molecular gas properties
using standard tools from the MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995) package.
3. Analysis
We limited our region of study to the area covered with OMEGA 2000, defined as
[RA, Dec] = [307.969040, 40.150383] → [308.305620, 40.405865]. The analysis described
below correspond to sources falling within that area only.
3.1. Identification of YSOs
We identified Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) in the DR15 region, by applying color and
brightness criteria to our multiwavelength catalog. For sources that were detected in the
Spitzer IRAC and MIPS 24µm bands, we classified Class I/0 (embedded protostars) and
Class II (Classic T Tauri) sources using the criteria by Ybarra et al. (2013), we also required
that these sources had photometric uncertainty values less than 0.25 mag in each band.
Our color criteria Ybarra et al. (2013) are essencially based in the color criteria of
Gutermuth et al. (2008) and Kryukova et al. (2012), but as explained by Ybarra et al. we
add an additional [5.8]-[8.0] criteria for objects that do not have a MIPS 24 µm detection. In
addition, our use of JHK photometry allows us to identify additional less bright candidates
and with the use of X-ray data we are able to identify Class III sources that do not have an
infrared excess.
Class III candidate sources were selected from a list of sources in the Chandra catalog
that match in position with an infrared point source, after removing those corresponding to
Class I/0 and Class II candidates. We added the requirement that
J −H ≥ 0
, because sources with J−H < 0 are most likely either galaxies or spurious sources associated
with diffraction spikes of bright stars. We further depurated this first counterpart list by
keeping only those sources that had no evidence of a prominent circumstellar disk (i.e., we
only selected stars with mostly photospheric emission). For this last criteria we used the
J −H vs K − [4.5] color space:
J −H > 1.97(K − [4.5]).
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and for those sources that do not have a detection in [4.5] we used:
J −H > 1.74(H −K).
The remaining list of Chandra-NIR counterparts are sources with evidence of a disk
that were not previously selected as Class 0/I or II sources. We used the additional near-IR
criteria of Gutermuth et al. to select a few more young sources from this group. If a Chandra
counterpart had photometry in the first three IRAC bands, and photometric errors less than
0.1 mag in at least [3.6] and [4.5], then it was classified as a Class 0/I candidate if:
[4.5]− [5.8] > 0.5 and [3.6]− [4.5] > 0.7,
while for Class II candidate identification, we used:
0.2 < [3.6]− [4.5] < 0.7 and 0.5 < [4.5]− [5.0] < 1.5.
A total of 20 sources could not be classified with these criteria if they did lack a detection
in one or more bands, but if they fall to the right of the reddening band in the J − H vs
K − [4.5] color space, they could be bonafide young sources. For 13 of these sources we
determined their class (I or II) by inspecting their spectral energy distrubutions (SED),
which we constructed using the SED fitting tool of Robitaille et al. (2007). Four additional
sources were identified as possible AGN galaxies. The 3 remaining sources did not have
enough IR bands to permit a clear classification and were discarded from the list.
In total, we identified in our selected region a total of 226 YSOs, distributed as follows:
26 Class I/0 candidates, 155 Class II candidates and 45 Class III candidates (11, 69 and 20
percent of the total, respectively). We list all identified YSOs in the tables of the Appendix
A.
We matched our Class I, Class II and Class III catalogs against the catalog of Kryukova
et al. (2014), out of 23 sources coinciding with our region of study, 17 were also identified as
YSO candidates in this study. The 6 remaining sources lack emission is the [4.5] band and
could not be confirmed as YSOs using our criteria.
In Figure 4 we show the distribution of the classified YSOs in two different color-color
diagrams. In the J −H vs. K − [4.5] diagram we can see that the most of Class I sources
lie to the right of the reddening band indicating the presence of intense excess emission
at IR wavelegths due to the stellar radiation in the dusty material of their envelopes or
circumstellar disks. Class II sources also present infrared excess emission, although in a
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lesser way due the dust clearing within their inner disks. Then, the Class III sources lie
within the reddening band or along the dwarf main sequence and lack significant infrared
excess. The three groups of sources appear well separated in the [3.6]-[4.5] vs. [4.5]-[8.0]
two-color diagram.
3.2. Dust Extinction and the Spatial Distribution of YSOs
In Figure 5 we plot the spatial distribution of the YSOs on a dust extinction map. This
dust extinction (AV ) map for the DR15 region was constructed with the near-IR catalog
an optimized version of the near-infrared excess (NICER) algorithm of Lombardi & Alves
(2001), which estimates extinction using the dust-reddened colors of stars in the background
of the cloud. In order to construct the map, we removed all sources with colors indicative of
intrinsic infrared excess, which would bias the estimated extinction towards higher values.
We used a sigma-clipping scheme to remove outlier values from the final weighted averages
at each position. The map was constructed using Nyquist sampling on a equally spaced
equatorial grid, smoothing the individual extinction estimates of background stars with a
Gaussian filter of 30′′ FWHM (this implies a resolution near 0.2 pc at a distance of 1.4 kpc).
In Figure 5 we see how the map clearly resolves the filamentary structure of the IRDC in the
northern part of the field and the morphology of the dust pillar on which DR15 is located.
The extinction contours are limited to a maximum level of AV =30 mag and further smoothed
on the figure with a factor 3 boxcar, in order to remove some spurious features at the IRDC
region. The resultant map shown in Figure 5 is in good agreement with a column density map
constructed from 250 to 500 micron dust emission images from Herschel/SPIRE1, which also
allows a much larger dynamic range (up to AV ≈150 mag; Schneider et al., private comm.)
Clearly, the regions with higher column density values are those hosting a majority of
the youngest stars. Using our extinction map we determined how the Class I sources are
distributed in the highest density regions. Using contours of constant extinction in s.pdf of
1.0 mag, we counted the number of Class I sources above each level, and found that 23 out
of 24 sources in our region of study lie above AV =13.0 mag, and 20 out of 24 sources lie
above AV =15.0 mag. The fraction of the total of Class I sources, N(> AV )/Ntotal, decreases
steeply after that, with only 50 percent of the total number of sources remaining at levels
above AV =22.0 mag. It is also important to notice that given the filamentary morphology of
the IRDC, the projected area of the map contained above each level decreases very steeply
1Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal
Investigator consortia and with important participation from NASA.
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Fig. 4.— Color-color diagrams for YSO sources in the DR15 region, Class I sources are
marked with a red dot symbol; Class II sources are marked with a green dot symbol; Class
III sources are indicated with a blue dot symbol. Sources marked with gray dot symbols are
sources in the field without a YSO designation and photometric errors less than 0.1 mag in
all bands. a) J −H vs. K − [4.5] two-color diagram. The solid curve is a model for dwarf
main sequence population from the Dartmouth (Dotter et al. 2008) grid; the solid line at its
right side is the Classic T-Tauri star locus (Meyer et al. 1997) adapted to this color space
as in Teixeira et al. (2012). b) [3.6]-[4.5] vs. [4.5]-[8.0] two-color diagram, showing a clear
separation between evolutionary classes.
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for AV > 12.0 mag. We also found that the surface density of Class I sources, Σ∗(> AV ),
defined as the number of sources divided by the area above a given level, deviates little
from a power-law behavior with a slope β ≈ 2.9 in the range 12 < AV < 40.0 mag. All
of this is very consistent with a Schmidt type relation like it was found for a set of nearby
Giant Molecular Clouds by Lada et al. (2013), except that in those clouds the linear regime
appears to be set at a lower extinction interval. Unfortunately, our numbers are too small
to attempt a Bayesian analysis like that of Lada et al. (2013), and possibly a comparison
with other regions containing IRDCs would be more fair. However, the fact that we find a
possible Schmidt-like behavior in a region like Cygnus-X DR15 is very interesting and worth
of a dedicated comparative analysis with similar regions, which is beyond the scope of this
paper.
3.3. Properties of the youngest stars in the DR15 region
Using our master infrared catalogs we were able to construct spectral energy distru-
butions (SED) for 24 of the Class 0/I sources we identified using the methods previously
described. In most cases these sources belong to the cluster population associated with the
dark infrared cloud in the northern section of our region of study. In a few cases we were able
to complement these SEDs with Herschel Space Telescope PACS mid/far infrared photom-
etry from the catalog of Ragan et al. (2012) and 850 µm photometry from the catalog of Di
Francesco et al. (2008). Using the SED fitting tool of Robitaille et al. (2007), we estimated
some basic properties for the sources. In Figure 6 we show histograms of star masses and the
disk accretion rates. The mass distribution suggests that the sources we are able to detect
in DR15 are mostly intermediate to massive (mostly solar type and above). The accretion
rates are in good agreement with estimates of typical accretion disk for sources with masses
above solar (Fang et al. 2013).
3.4. The Star Formation History of DR15
3.4.1. Identification of the main stellar groups in DR15
To further investigate the stellar formation history in the DR15 region we attempted
to identify the individual stellar clusters present in our field of study. Two clusters are easy
to identify, namely the cluster at the center of the field and the cluster embedded in the
IRDC at the north. However, the map of Figure 5 shows a good number of sources located
around the molecular gas filaments, which may or may not be part of previously formed
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Fig. 5.— Spatial distribution of the identified YSOs in DR15 plotted on the extinction map.
The grayscale indicate visual extinction, AV , in magnitudes, with contours highlighting levels
from 15.0 to 30.0 in s.pdf of 2.5. The red circles indicate the Class I objects, the green circles
the Class II objects and the blue circles the Class III objects.
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stellar clusters or groups.
In order to identify significant overdensities of stars in the DR15 region, we constructed
surface density maps using the Gather algorithm of Gladwin et al. (1999). This algorithm
is based in turn on the nearest neighbor method, which assigns individual surface density
values to points on a two-dimensional map based on the equivalent circular area defined
by the distance to a nth. neighbor point (see Casertano & Hut (1985) for a description
of this method in the particular case of stellar cluster identification; some examples of its
use for embedded clusters can be found in Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al. (2008); Gutermuth et al.
(2009) and Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al. (2015)). The gather algorithm is adequate for identifying
individual clusters in a relatively simple layout, optimizing the value of n that defines the
surface density measurement and the size of the smoothing kernel used to construct the
surface density map.
We made individual gather maps for each of the candidate YSO class lists. These
maps are shown in Figure 7. The maps show the concentration of Class I sources at the
north IRDC region. Class II sources are distributed over the entire region of study, but still
concentrate in a few clearly defined groups. This led us to define some populations of stars,
which we use as samples for our analysis. We named the two known clusters as DR15-C and
DR15-N because their location center and north of our region of study. We identified and
named as well three other groups: DR15-W, DR15-SW and DR15-SE. The purpose of this
selection is to compare the age and age spread of these populations with the age of DR15-C.
3.4.2. YSO population ages from the K-band Luminosity Function
One of the goals of this study is to reconstruct the history of star formation in the
region, by estimating the mean age and age spread of a set of the clusters and groups we
identified from the gather maps. For this purpose, we constructed the K-band luminosity
functions (KLF) of the groups and clusters, and compared them to the KLF of artificial
pre-main sequence populations with different age ranges and age spreads. These artificial
KLFs were constructed using the pre-main sequence model interpolation code of Muench
et al. (2000). Another example of this method applied to a young cluster population can be
found in Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al. (2015)
We selected the samples for DR15-C,DR15-W, DR15-SW and DR15-SE for this analysis.
The samples were defined as circular areas that covered the four overdensities. The radii
of the circles was chosen as 0.03 deg for DR15-W,SW and SE, and as 0.0225 for DR15-C.
The KLF was constructed by limiting the samples by extinction in the following manner: we
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Fig. 6.— Left: Distribution of Class 0/I candidate sources mass estimates from SED model
fits. Right: Distribution of Class 0/I candidate sources disk accretion rate estimates from
SED model fits.
Fig. 7.— From left to right : Color scaled surface density maps, in units of sources per
sq. arcmin, for Class I, II and III candidate YSOs in DR15, constructed with the Gather
algorithm. Extinction contours are similar to Figures 3 and 5. Yellow circles indicate the
location and selected sample extension for clusters and groups identified in the Class II map.
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restricted the sample to those sources that a) fall above an extinction vector corresponding
AV =20 mag that reaches the sensitivity limit in a H vs. J −K color-magnitude diagram,
and b) fall between an unreddened and unreddened 3 Myr pre-main sequence isochrone,
properly shifted to the estimated distance to DR15. The extinction-limited samples assure a
minimum contamination from extragalactic sources (which mostly will fall in the area below
the extinction vector and the sensitivity limit) and will minimize a bias due to the decrease
in the number of detected sources as a function of extinction.
In their study, Muench et al. (2000) showed that the observed shape of the KLF (mostly
defined by the peak value) of a pre-main sequence population is particularly sensitive to
three intrinsic parameters: the underlying Initial Mass Function (IMF), the mean age of
the population, and to a lesser extent, the age spread or period of formation. Our analysis
consists of constructing a grid of artificial KLF for each of our samples, and compare them
with our observed function. We constructed this grid by assuming a fixed IMF and let the
time parameters, mean age and age spread, to run free.
For each population (DR15-C,DR15-W, DR15-SW and DR15-SE) we the used code of
Muench et al. to simulate artificial KLFs for clusters with the same number of sources and
the same distributions for extinction and disk fractions as a function of color (H −K). We
drew the artificial population from a broken power law IMF using the parameters of the one
obtained for the IC 348 cluster (2 Myr old) in the paper of Muench et al. (2003). To draw the
artificial populations we used the pre-main sequence stellar evolution model by D’Antona &
Mazzitelli (1997), with [D/H] = 2× 10−5 to draw the samples for the artificial clusters . We
ran the models using a grid of ages in which we varied the mean age of the cluster between
0.5 and 10 Myr, in s.pdf of 0.5 Myr. For each case, we simulated five age spreads between
1.0 to 5.0 Myr. For each case we simulated 500 clusters.
The method could not be applied succesfully for the DR15-N sample, due to the large
extinction variations in that cluster, which does not allow us to obtain a sufficient detection
rate in the K band at the highest column density regions. In the remaining clusters, we were
able to isolate extinction limited samples satisfactorily.
We determined which age/age spread set fits each of the observed KLFs by averaging
the KLF over all simulations for each point in the grid and comparing to the observed KLF,
obtaining for each case a reduced χ2 estimation. In Figures 8 and 9 we show, for each cluster
a contour plot of the reduced χ2 in a mean age vs age spread plane, indicating the parameter
region with the best adjustments.
In Table 1 we list the results of the artificial KLF modeling analysis for the cluster
samples in DR15. For each cluster we also include the number of Class I, Class II and Class
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Fig. 8.— The panels show contour maps of the normalized χ2 values for the age vs. age
spread estimation of clusters DR15-C and DR15-W using pre-main sequence models of the
KLF. The most likely values fall within regions with purple and dark blue colors. The
white contours indicate 68 and 95 percent confidence limits.The limits of the model grid are
indicated by a thin, red line.
Fig. 9.— Same as in Figure 8, but for clusters DR15-SW and DR15-SE
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III YSOs found in each population. The more embedded clusters DR15-C and DR15-W
contain a population that according to our analysis, could have a mean age of 3.0 Myr.
The populations flanking the main molecular pillar, DR15-SE and DR15-SW, appear to
have mean ages as large as 3.5 and 4.5 Myr, respectively. The contour plots for these two
samples, however, appear to have two local minima, suggesting age spreads as short as 3.0-
3.5 Myr or as large as 4.5-5.0 Myr. The adjustment to an older age is in agreement with
the less embedded status of these two samples. Notice that the confidence ranges in all
cases indicate that our method cannot really constrain the age spreads satisfactorily (the 95
percent confidence range in DR15-C is the only one that suggest a constraint towards an age
spread of 3.5 to 5 Myr). Still, given the embedded nature of these young star populations,
we think it is little plausible that age spreads can be significantly larger than 5 Myr.
3.5. The slow removal of the DR15-C cluster molecular envelope
At 3 Myr of age, we could expect that the DR15-C cluster have removed a significant
fraction of its molecular envelope, as it occurs in clusters of a similar age, e.g. IC-348
(Muench et al. 2003), IC 1795 (e.g. Oey et al. 2005, Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al 2015, in rev.).
In fact our images show how other groups adjacent to DR15-C, like DR15-SE and DR15-
SW, which our analysis suggests have similar ages, are associated with much less prominent
molecular cloud features. Still, the molecular envelope of DR15-C appears as a well defined
structure, both dense and compact, surrounding the cluster atop a dense molecular pillar.
Using the 13CO(1-0) map of Schneider et al. (2011) we made two position-velocity
(PV) cuts across the envelope of DR15-C. We used our extinction map and a zero moment
(integrated intensity) integration of the 13CO(1-0) map as a guide. The first cut (L2) runs
across the observable structure of the pillar in the region observed. The second cut (L4) runs
almost perpendicular to L2. The L2 cut shows a component related to the neck of the pillar,
almost 2 pc long with a radial velocity about 4 km/s away from the Cygnus OB2 system
velocity (0 km/s). Near the center of the cut, coincidental with the envelope of DR15-C, the
PV plot shows a hint of an elliptical shell structure, with a red component moving slightly
above 4 km/s and a blue component near 0 km/s. The latter merges into the dark infrared
cloud, which shows a very smooth gradient from 2 to 0 km/s. The L4 cut shows for the most
part, gas with velocities near 0 km/s but also a much more clear elliptical shell structure at
the envelope, which opens from 0 to 5 km/s. The elliptical shell structure corresponds to
the expanding envelope of DR15-C.
We defined the area of the shell as a rectangle of 5.25′×3.75′ around the defined center of
DR15C. Following the prescription by Estaella & Anglada (1999), we estimated the column
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Fig. 10.— Top: Zero moment (integrated intensity) 13CO(1-0) map of the DR15 region,
constructed from the survey of Schneider et al. (2006), the grayscale is indicated in units
of km/s. Contours indicate visual extinction, similar to Figure 5. The two red arrow lines
labeled as L2 and L4 indicate cuts along which position-velocity (P-V) plots were obtained
(see text). Center, Bottom: P-V plots along L2 and L4 cuts, as indicated in top panel;
position along the length of each cut is indicated both in arcseconds and in parsecs, asumming
a distance of 1.4 kpc.
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density, N(H2) and the total mass of expanding gas within 3 < vr < 6 km/s, as Mout =103.5
M. Then we used the method described by (Qiu et al. 2009) to estimate the dynamical
time of the component, tdyn = 2.9 × 105 yr. This implies a total mass loss rate of M˙out =
Mout/tdyn = 360 M Myr−1. At this rate, it would take about 3 Myr to remove the total
mass of gas in the shell, which we estimate to be 1023 M, using our extinction map, and a
distance to the pillar of 1.4 kpc.
This result appears to be consistent with estimates of the mass loss rates in other
molecular pillars. For instance, using integral field unit spectroscopy, Westmoquette et al.
(2013) estimated a mass loss rate of 300 M Myr−1 for the pillars of NGC 3603, which
contain a total of about 700 M of gas. For the “Pillars of creation” in M16, an estimate by
Mc Leod et al. (2015) is of 70 M Myr−1. In both cases, the removal timescales are of the
order of 2-3 Myr. However, we need to point out that those estimates are based on models
of photoevaporation, while our estimate comes from an estimation of a gas outflow rate from
a zero moment map of molecular gas emission. The shell mass could be overestimated, due
mainly to a large column density in the line of sight towards Cygnus-X, in which case we
would be more consistent with the optical spectroscopy studies. However, what we consider
important to note is that the removal of the envelope of DR15-C is relatively slow compared
to other embedded cluster regions, where gas dispersal timescales are similar or shorter than
the T Tauri timescale, i.e. less than 2 Myr .
4. Discussion
The main goal of this paper is to reconstruct the history of star formation in the Cygnus-
X DR15 region. For this purpose, we made a) an analysis of the spatial distribution of YSO
candidate sources classified by evolutionary classes, and b) a comparison of the observed
KLF of several young star population samples in our region of study with those of artificial
cluster samples drawn from pre-main sequence stellar evolution models.
The classification of YSO candidates and their spatial distribution reveals that several
populations of young stars are present in the field of study. At the north/northeast part
of our field we identified a very young cluster, DR15-N, hosting 15 Class 0/I sources. The
cluster is forming within an infrared dark cloud that runs in the east-west direction at
an estimated distance of 1400 pc (Rizzo et al. 2014; Palau et al. 2014). The cluster also
contains a relatively large number (21) of Class II sources and thus it may host the youngest
population in the region of study. For this cluster we were not able to construct an unbiased
extinction-limited sample to construct a KLF. Instead, we constructed SEDs for all the Class
I sources we identified within it, and we compared them to YSO models. We found that
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in most cases, the models with the best fits correspond to intermediate to high mass YSOs
with ages of ∼ 1 Myr. The mass of the IRDC, estimated from our NICEST extinction map
is of ∼ 2400 M, with an equivalent radii of 5.2 pc. These parameters are in good agreement
with massive star forming IRDCs as defined by the analysis of Kauffmann & Pillai (2010).
The revised distance to Cygnus-X from the study of Rygl et al. (2012) is 1.4 kpc, in
agreement with the estimations of Rizzo et al. (2014) and Palau et al. (2014). From our
position-velocity cuts, we note that the emission along the structure of the dark infrared
cloud has a null relative velocity compared to the Cygnus-X systemic velocity, same as
the DR12-15 structure. It would be difficult to determine if the dark infrared cloud is
located at the same distance than the DR15 pillar based only on a radial velocity difference
argument. Also, it is important to notice that Rygl et al. could not confirm that Cygnus-X
South structures are at the same distance as those in Cygnus-X North where most of their
measurements were made. We also lack enough evidence to claim interaction between the
DR15 pillar and the IRDC. Using purely morphological arguments we like to comment that
the formation of molecular pillars like DR15 is thought to be the result of the interaction
between the molecular cloud and the photoionization region formed by the ionizing radiation
of the central cluster (Cygnus OB2 in our case), while the IRDC appears to be a highly dense
and coherent structure, apparently less affected by the HII regions. Also, our images do not
show any obvious pillar structures coincident with the IRDC. These arguments could work
in favor of a scenario in which the IRDC could be located at a slightly different distance
than the DR15 pillar.
According to our observations and our KLF simulation results, DR15-C is a young
cluster with an age of about 3 Myrs, but it has a low number of young sources, with only
one identified Class I, 8 Class II and 4 Class III sources, all of this despite the presence of the
thick, nebulous envelope evident in extinction and 13CO(1-0) integrated intensity maps. We
know the DR15 pillar hosts an embedded cluster, as evidenced by well known far-infrared
sources associated with the photodissociation region (Odenwald et al. 1990) and also from
our KLF analysis, which indicates that 200 sources could be present within DR15-C, after
background and foreground contamination corrections. We do not think the contamination
by sources from the DR15-N cluster is too high, as most the density peak of that cluster is
located to the northeast and it is more embedded. However, it cannot be fully discarded
that some sources in DR15-C are actually sources from DR15-N (and viceversa). Also, there
seems to be another YSO group in the filament, south of DR15-C, which reinforces the idea
of star formation being active in the pillar.
Our evidence points to a scenario in which a) the star formation episode in DR15-C has
probably reached its end or it is near its end and b) the parental gas has dissipated relatively
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slow, or at least slower that the dispersion time of circumstellar disks of its member stars. Our
analysis of the 13CO(1-0) zero moment map indicates it would take up to 4 Myr to remove
the cluster gaseous envelope. However, our observations in other cluster forming regions like
the Rosette Molecular Cloud and W3 (e.g. Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al. 2008; Ybarra et al. 2013;
Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al. 2015) suggest that clusters hosting intermediate to massive stars may
remove their gas envelopes in periods shorter than the T Tauri timescale. Therefore, our
analysis of DR15-C suggests that clusters forming in this kind of pillar structures, could
dissipate their envelopes at slower rates.
As shown in recent studies like those of Westmoquette et al. (2013) and Mc Leod et
al. (2015) the mass loss rates in pillars due to photoevaporation are of the order of ∼
102 M Myr−1, not too different from our estimations in the expanding gas shell. Clearly, we
are comparing very different methods, that refer to very different processes (shell expansion
vs. shell photo-erosion). It is important to notice that the DR15 pillar may not be the same
kind of dusty pillar as those in M16, because extinction is too high to allow delineating the
structure in DR15 using optical images. The molecular fragment located west of DR15 shows
as a shadow with a pillar morphology in optical images, which make us think that DR15
could be a pillar too. Even so, the fact that the mass loss estimates for DR15 coincide in the
order of magnitude of the effect with respect to M16 is interesting, and motivates further
investigation. A detailed study of the removal of the DR15-C envelope is out of the scope of
this paper, but it is the main topic in a close following study (Roma´n-Zu´n˜iga et al., in prep).
DR15-W, DR15-SE and DR15-SW appear to be slightly older populations (3.5 − 4.75
Myrs) with much less gas and dust observed. However, we find evidence of remains of a
structure that could have been similar to the pillar associated with DR15-C. It may be
possible that the DR15-SE and DR15-SW groups belong to clusters formed before DR15-C,
but their ages may not be much older, as evident from the presence of Class II and Class
III sources. The estimated ages of the DR15-SW and SE samples suggest that the cluster
evolution period, from formation to gas dispersal in the region could be around 5 Myr.
5. Summary
The Cygnus-X DR15 region presents a prominent gaseous pillar as well as an IRDC,
both hosting clusters of young stars. In this investigation, we made a multi-wavelength study
of the young stellar population in the region. For this purpose, we processed and analyzed
deep, high quality near-IR images of the region, as well as X-ray images from the Chandra
Observatory. Using these datasets we obtained photometry catalogs for all point sources we
were able to detect. We combined these catalogs with the 3.6 to 24 µm photometry catalog
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of the Cygnus-X Spitzer Legacy Survey, resulting in a master catalog containing almost
47 thousand individual sources. From our master catalog, we identified 226 young stellar
sources, which we classified according to their evolutionary class related to the prominence
of their circumstellar disks. We found that the young sources distribute into 26 Class 0/I,
156 Class II and 45 Class III sources.
From our near-IR we constructed an extinction map, which we used to study the spatial
distribution of the young sources in the molecular cloud structure present in the region. We
found that the youngest population of this region is currently forming at the IRDC, at the
regions of highest column density. Combining this with maps of YSO surface density, we were
able to identify several groups, possibly associated to distinct stellar clusters. We obtained
extinction-limited samples of these groups in order to construct their K band luminosity
functions (KLF). We compared the observed KLFs with those of artificial young cluster
populations sampled from interpolation of pre-main sequence models. This allowed us to
make first order estimations of the mean ages and age spreads of the cluster population
samples.
We constructed SEDs for all Class I sources identified within the IRDC region, which
allowed us to estimate their mass and disk accretion rates. These estimations are consistent
with the formation of an intermediate mass star cluster, indicating that structures of this
kind in Cygnus-X are possibly birth places of massive clusters.
Using the FCRAO 13CO(1-0) from the study of Schneider et al. (2011) we estimated
the radial velocity distribution along the IRDC and the DR15 pillar, and we found that
the nebulous envelope of the DR15-C cluster at the tip of the pillar is consistent with an
expanding shell morphology. We estimated the mass loss rate of gas in this expanding shell
and we deduced that the dissipation process of the DR15-C cluster gas envelope is relatively
slow, compared to what we found in other studies of cluster forming regions, where the gas
dispersal process is shorter than the T Tauri timescale. The mass loss rate we estimated is
in the same order of magnitude as mass loss rates by photodissociation found in studies of
other gas pillars using optical spectroscopy. This suggests that clusters forming in gas pillars
like DR15-C could have a different evolution process than clusters forming at dense clumps
in other giant molecular clouds.
The presence of other populations containing Class II and Class III sources at the regions
flanking the DR15 pillar, and projected near less dense but still noticeable gaseous structures,
with estimated ages of 4 to 5 Myr is suggestive of a process of cluster forming processes that
take about that long to form an dissipate in the molecular cloud complex that surrounds the
Cygnus-X HII region.
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A. Young Sources Identified in the DR15 region
In Tables 2, 3 and 4 we list YSO sources identified as Class I, Class II and Class III
in our region of study. The tables contain JHK photometry from Calar Alto (or 2MASS
when pertinent, see section 2.1), 3.6 to 24 µm photometry from the Spitzer CXLS, and when
possible, median energy and total energy flux values for those sources detected with Chandra
ACIS (that is the case for all Class III sources). Identifications and positions from our Calar
Alto survey are listed for most cases. The remaining sources are listed with 2MASS or CXLS
depending if they were detected in those surveys.
This preprint was prepared with the AAS LATEX macros v5.2.
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Table 1. Main Parameters and Age Estimates for Cluster Samples in the DR15 Region
Cluster Mean Agea Age Spreada No. CIb No. CIIb No. CIIIb
[Myr]
DR15-C 3.0[2.5,3.5] 4.5[3.5,5.0] 1 8 4
DR15-W 3.5[2.5,4.5] 4.5[1.0,5.0] 2 16 5
DR15-SE 3.5[3.0,4.5] 3.0[1.0,5.0] 0 5 0
DR15-SW 4.5[4.0,5.0] 3.0[1.0,5.0] 0 11 2
DR15-N – – 15 21 6
DR15-NE – – 0 11 3
aThe number pairs inside the brackets indicate the range of model
ages within the 2-sigma (68%) confidence level. The number listed
before the bracket is the central value, which we list as the best estimate
for the age/age spread of the cluster
bEstimated as number of sources of indicated class falling within the
circle used for the KLF sample analysis
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